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Impact Investing & Asia’s 
Wealth Management 
Market - Aligning Interests 
and Opportunities
Impact investing amongst Asia’s wealthy investors is at a 
relatively early stage compared with the participation of the 
region’s high-net-worth and ultra-high-net-worth peers in the US 
and Europe. But from a very low base, mostly driven by Australia 
and Japan and pockets in the major centres in Asia, the growth is 
accelerating. There are more and more parties aiming to deliver 
education and ideas, and there is a growing body of products 
and opportunities of all types – from private equity and private 
market offerings to dedicated private or public bond issues, 
passive ETFs as well as actively-managed fund strategies. 

https://www.hubbis.com/article/impact-investing-asia-s-wealth-management-market-aligning-interests-and-opportunities
http://www.regnan.com
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The Key Findings in Brief
Growth aplenty across the world, but Asia’s wealthy private clients are behind 
the curve 
Private sector impact investing across the world has been growing apace, as part of the worldwide drive 
to sustainability and alongside the growth in Environment, Social & Governance (ESG) driven investing. In 
the private wealth management market, UHNW and HNW investors in the US and Europe have been driving 
these trends, along with mass affluent and even retail investors. Asia is slowly beginning to catch up, and 
therein lies a great opportunity for key participants in Asia’s wealth management industry. 

Impact investing growth in Asia is driven by the wealthiest, and the Millennials 
are helping the impetus
We found that 80% of respondents consider UHNW clients the most active in impact investing in Asia to 
date, and 20% think HNW clients are active. We also discovered that 80% of those we polled think that 
Millennials and the younger generations are taking up impact investments most enthusiastically. This 
augurs rather well for the future, as so much of Asia’s vast private wealth is due to be passed over from 
the founder and even second generations in the next two decades, which should certainly help propel 
sustainable investing of all types and within that drive significantly more demand for specific impact 
investment opportunities.

But education needed! 70% say clients have only a modest understanding of 
impact investing 
To boost the growth of impact investment in Asia, more education of the client-facing relationship manag-
ers and advisors is needed, and in turn, they need to help their private clients better understand the oppor-
tunities and the potential. The survey highlighted how 70% of respondents consider their UHNW and HNW 
clients to have only a modest understanding of impact investing, and 25% said their clients have very little 
understanding. Meanwhile, only 5% said that clients have a really firm grasp of these investments.

In collaboration with responsible investment fund manager Regnan, 
an affiliate of J O Hambro Capital Management (JOHCM), Hubbis 
conducted a mini-survey of 436 senior wealth management industry 
professionals across Asia to ask for their insights into the drive to 
boost impact investing amongst their clients. We have summarised their 
numerous views here into this review of what is clearly a segment of 
the investment world that is gaining increasing traction across the vast 
Asian private client landscape. We hope that we have not only gauged 
the state of the market, but that we now also better understand the 
inclination of participants towards impact investing, what the limiting 
factors might be, and what the central characters believe they can and 
should do to encourage greater participation from amongst the key 
wealth market protagonists in Asia.
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Asia’s wealth management industry is reacting, but more needs to be achieved
Only 30% of replies indicated that their private bank or IAM/EAM firm is making a great effort to boost 
education amongst its RMs and investment managers and also clients on, for example, the key differ-
ences between impact investing and ESG-driven investing. However, encouragingly, 50% said that mod-
est efforts were taking place. Less encouraging, 20% of replies indicated there was not much education 
coming through from within. The reality is that the more the key client-facing advisors understand, the 
more likely they will be to solicit and then promote opportunities to their private clients.  

Impact investing for private investors is also about returns as well as achiev-
ing ‘impact’
If more private wealth is to be driven into areas such as impact investing, then private investors should 
expect returns commensurate with their other investments. This will help engage them in the market 
and keep them involved and potentially increase their exposures later on. In this way, there should be 
a snowball effect ahead. At this stage, there are some encouraging signs that this message is getting 
through in Asia, as 15% of replies indicated that impact investing might significantly help their investors’ 
returns, and 80% said they think this should help at least modestly. The rationale is simple – impact 
investments are targeting investment towards companies that will make an impact through their prod-
ucts and services, and this should help create a virtuous cycle of enhanced top and bottom-line growth. 
Moreover, the target companies themselves should exhibit many of the key ESG characteristics that are 
increasingly valued by investors of all types across the world.

Allocations amongst Asia’s UHNW and HNW investors to impact and ESG in-
vesting show encouraging signs, at least in theory
A very positive 80% of replies indicated the ESG should drive 25% and above of HNW and UHNW port-
folio selection amongst private clients, while the equivalent figure for impact investing was 15%, which 
is also encouraging as ESG is a catch-all for all companies potentially whereas impact investing is a 
much smaller, more targeted (but also fast-growing) portion of the corporate world. It was encouraging to 
learn that 75% of our respondents believe that investors should allocate anywhere up to 10% to impact 
investments, and to set this in context, only 5% think that up to 10% is sufficient for ESG investments. 

The leading global and boutique international private banks are ahead in Asia 
in promoting impact investments  
Some 40% of replies said they felt that the global brand-name private banks are ahead in terms of pro-
moting impact investing, which gels with the reality that thus far, private clients in the US and Europe 
have been more active in this field. Similarly, 35% of respondents indicated that the boutique interna-
tional (mostly Swiss) private banks are active, and 20% said that the IAM/EAM/MFO community is active. 
In their associated commentaries on these findings, almost all replies indicated that more can and should 
be done by all parties but that they are generally encouraged by the development and the outlook.

Few would disagree that 
the world is currently experiencing 
unprecedented levels of change. 
We find ourselves now in the midst 
of several major transitions that 
involve technology, climate, geopoli-
tics, and demographics, all of which 
will have some undeniably negative 
effects on our planet and on the 
societies in which we live. On top of 

all these challenges, the pandemic 
remains rampant and threaten-
ing. It is as a part of the general 
awakening to this realistic view of 
a ‘challenged’ world that impact 
investing can best be understood; it 
is one of the funding solutions that 
can help address some of the major 
problems of our times. And private-
sector capital can not only help to 

generate positive environmental 
and social effects; impact investing 
can also potentially boost financial 
returns for the private investor.

Accountability and 
responsibility
Many now believe that businesses 
should be held accountable for the 
consequences of their actions and 
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HOW WOULD YOU CHARACTERISE THE GENERAL 
UNDERSTANDING OF IMPACT INVESTMENTS AND 
THEIR OBJECTIVES AMONGST ASIA’S UHNW AND 
HNW WM CLIENTS?

a material revenue exposure 
to products and services that 
assist in overcoming social and 
environmental challenges, thereby 
managing and improving their 
returns, and vice versa, of course.

Impact investing in focus 
A good definition of impact invest-
ing is provided by the Global Impact 
Investing Network (GIIN), which 
is the closest body that the field 
has to a trade association. “Impact 
investments,” the GIIN explains, “are 
investments made into companies, 
organisations, and funds with the 
intention to generate measurable 
social and environmental impact 
alongside a financial return.”

The key here is the phrase ‘along-
side’. Impact investments do two 
things: in addition to (or alongside) 
generating financial gains for inves-
tors (which can vary, depending on 
the investor’s strategy, from below 
market to market rate), they also 
help to bring about specific social 
and environmental effects which 
will be of benefit to the world and 
its inhabitants. 

Impact investment is therefore, 
today a rapidly growing market 
that should be providing capital to 
address the world’s most press-
ing challenges in sectors such as 
sustainable agriculture, renewable 
energy, conservation, microfinance, 
and affordable and accessible 

required to make amends for the 
environmental and social losses 
and injuries that they cause. Excess 
intermediation and short-termism 
within the investment industry 
have to a large extent, potentially 
broken the positive connection 
between private capital and its 
commercial and societal purpose. 
And the need for impactful 
businesses and investments has 
been brought into sharper focus 
and indeed accelerated by the 
dreadful events since early 2020 
when the pandemic began to take 
full force. 

Many of the proponents of impact 
investment therefore regard the 
present time as a moment of 
awakening, a broader recognition 
that the challenges blocking 
the growth of a sustainable and 
inclusive economy need to be 
solved sooner rather than later and 
cannot be pushed back any longer.

For the wealthiest and most 
privileged elements of society, for 
example, the HNWI and UHNWI 
community, their participation in 
impact investing will greatly help 
close the wide and expanding 
funding gap between public finance 
available for such initiatives and the 
private sector funding. 

Reducing risks
Moreover, allocating funds to 
the impact sector will potentially 
boost investor returns, as there 
is a growing body of evidence 
that impact investments produce 
robust returns while also mitigating 
many environmental, social, and 
governance (ESG) risks. 

This is because the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) can 
help investors to integrate ESG 
factors into their financial analysis 
by identifying companies with 

Excellent 
Little 
understanding 

Modest 

5%

25%

70%
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basic services including housing, 
healthcare, and education. But also 
produce robust returns for private 
sector investors. 

A Singaporean private 
equity case in point
An example of this practice in 
Asia comes in the form of impact 
funds such as UOB’s Asia Impact 
Investment Fund (AIIF II), a private 
equity fund, which is committed 
to improving the well-being 
and livelihoods of low-income 
communities which exist at the 
‘base of the economic pyramid’ in 
Southeast Asia and China. 

The AIIF II’s first round of 
fundraising has received capital 
commitments (totalling in excess of 
USD 60 million) from institutional 
and accredited investors, which 
have then been used to make 
private equity investments of about 
USD1 million to USD15 million into 
private, high-growth companies 
in sectors such as agriculture, 
education, healthcare and logistics 
or that focus on improving the 
accessibility of affordable housing, 
sanitation, clean water and energy. 

Bonding with impact 
investments in Japan
Another very simple example 
of impact investing comes from 
Japan’s long-established domestic 
impact bond market. These are 
bonds issued in Yen for domestic 
investors, but on behalf of 
international entities. 

Daiwa Securities and other leading 
securities firms have pioneered 
the market for the past two 
decades and the types of bonds 
might, for example, in the past 
have been an IFC Microfinance 
Bond, a World Bank ‘Green’ Bond, 
an Asian Development Bank Water 
Bond, an African Development 

WHAT EFFORTS IS YOUR BANK/FIRM MAKING TO 
EDUCATE THE RMS, ASSET MANAGERS AND YOUR 
CLIENTS ON THE KEY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 
IMPACT INVESTING AND ESG-DRIVEN INVESTING?

Not much effort 

Modest effort 

20%

50%

Great effort
30%

The findings here are categoric, to say the least. There is still today 
considerable confusion, for example, as to the lines of demarcation 
between impact investing and ESG-driven investing. It is up to the pro-
moters of impact investing to help investors understand more clearly 
what impact investing is all about, how investors can access such in-
vestments and what types of missions – both impactful and financial 
– they should expect to achieve with these targeted investments. 

The findings are also generally positive regarding the efforts the wealth 
industry is making to educate their teams internally and also their cli-
ents on these matters, in particular, what constitutes an impact invest-
ment, which, as discussed, might have a number of key attributes that 
give it ESG credentials, but that is defined most simply by the inten-
tionality of the underlying products or services provided by the target 
company or other entity. 

Bank Education Bond, an IDB 
Poverty Eradication Bond, and a 
host of other direct impact issues, 
such as vaccination bonds, women 
in work bonds, so on and so 
forth. The typical buyers of such 
bonds are Japanese institutional 
investors, including life insurance 
companies, banks, asset managers 

and pension funds, as well as 
ultra-wealthy individuals. They 
do not sacrifice either return or 
security, as the issuers are mostly 
entirely AAA global credits, and the 
returns are in line with the types 
of yields investors would expect 
from other non-impact bonds 
issued by similar credits. 

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP
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TO WHAT EXTENT DO YOU THINK ADOPTING IM-
PACT INVESTING WILL ENHANCE YOUR CLIENTS’ 
PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE?

Great potential from 
targeted products and 
services
Private sector companies that 
have built their businesses around 
solving the most pressing envi-
ronmental and societal problems 
of the age are discovering huge 
new opportunities to solve these 
problems and are experiencing 
commensurate revenue growth as 
a result. Accordingly, companies 
and investors who are responsive 
(rather than resistant) to turn-
ing points and who are willing to 
embrace innovation (rather than 
clinging inflexibly to tradition) are 
finding excellent opportunities 
to drive top-line and bottom-line 
growth. Within the healthcare sec-
tor, to cite just one timely example, 
the transition to immunology is 
likely to maroon some of the previ-
ously dominant but increasingly 
obsolete drug manufacturers.

Meanwhile, individual consum-
ers, governments, municipalities, 
and the larger corporations of 
the world are not only becoming 
more impactful themselves but 
are increasingly employing the 
products or services of smaller to 
medium-sized impact-driven com-
panies. Manufacturing and services 
businesses are increasingly looking 
towards the more responsible 
companies for solutions to the 
environmental or social challenges 
that they face. 

The impact sectors
Because of the scale of the 
problems that impact investment 
has the potential to help solve, the 
industry spans a huge variety of 
asset classes, geographies, themes, 
and instruments, all relating back 
to the UN’s SDGs ultimately. Impact 
investing opportunities abound 
across a wide range of sectors 

80%

15%

5%Greatly 

Modestly 

It will deteriorate 

This is a very fair assessment of impact investing, as respondents clear-
ly believe that impact investing will improve overall returns, but the vast 
majority of the replies – 80% - indicated they believe the uplift will be 
modest, which for the foreseeable future would appear to be a fairly 
astute assessment. 

Interestingly, 15% of replies indicated that they believe such impact in-
vestments will greatly boost returns, and the reality is that with so much 
emphasis on the world around us and collective responsibility for the 
future of our world and communities, it is indeed quite possible that 
the curation of a targeted set of impact investments will result is such 
outperformance as these evident optimists believe possible.

Amongst the numerous replies we received offering insights on this 
question, we noted a good number that point to the rising body of 
evidence that ESG-driven investing appears increasingly to enhance 
returns and mitigate risks, for example, of poor corporate governance. 
We can also highlight a general optimism that more positive corporate 
engagement in the challenges facing the world will result in greater 
revenues and profits for those leading the charge, hence the very posi-
tive expectations around returns related to impact investments. 

As one reply stated: “We believe impact investing is all about alignment 
between that which is good for society and that which is good for corpo-
rate earnings over the long term, so in theory, it should enhance returns.” 

Another comment indicated that as the volume of impact investments 
in Asia increases – and that is already well underway – private clients 
will see that impact investing in particular and sustainable investing 
more generally will prove to be a robust and expanding source of long-
term alpha, but also that patience is needed and a determination to 
avoid short-term performance perspectives.

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP
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WHAT PERCENTAGE OF ANY WELL-MANAGED 
EQUITIES INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO FOR ASIAN 
UHNW AND HNW CLIENTS SHOULD BE ALLOCAT-
ED TO IMPACT INVESTMENTS? 

75%

5%
10%

50-75% 

25-50%

10-25%

Up to 10% 

10%

that together constitute significant 
percentages of any country’s GDP. 

This range includes: Community 
development; Small business 
finance; Health and wellness; 
Education; Microfinance and 
financial inclusion; Sustainable 
consumer products and fair 
trade; Natural resources and 
conservation; Renewable 
energy and climate change, 
and Sustainable agriculture and 
development. Moreover, it is 
not only the poorer or poorest 
countries that receive the benefits 
of impact investing – there are 
more and more funds targeting 
segments of society within the 
wealthiest nations.

A groundswell of 
investor demand
There is certainly a rapidly 
growing number of private 
investors around the world who 
are motivated to target more of 
their investment portfolios on 
advancing our communities and 
for the betterment of the planet. 
These investors range from vast 
institutions such as pension 
funds or other asset managers 
representing potentially tens, even 
hundreds of billions of investment 
dollars, to the UHNW and UHNW 
segments, and indeed to the man 
on the street who wants to put 
perhaps USD1000 into an impact 
investment fund. 

These investors are often 
dramatically different in their 
intentions and constraints. An 
institutional investor might, for 
example, want to allocate more of 
its portfolio to social issues in its 
clients’ communities. A family office 
representing UHNW wealth might 
want to allocate more of its often-
vast wealth to philanthropy and 
philanthropic capitalism. A mass 

affluent type private investor might 
be seeking diversified investment 
opportunities that make him, or 
her feel a bit better about himself, 
to feel as if they are making a 
positive contribution to positive 
change, however tiny. 

Lines in the sand…
It is important to appreciate the 
lines in the sand that separate 
impact investing from other popular 
approaches in the broader, catch-all 
universe of sustainable investment. 
Education around these topics is 
vital, because investors are often 
somewhat confused as to where im-
pact investing fits into the universes 
of Socially Responsible Investing 
(SRI) and Environmental, Social and 
Governance (ESG) investing. 

Impact investing itself is driven 
by intention and mission; it is not 
driven by (ESG) integration or ESG 
risk mitigation, although it is fair to 
say that impact investment might 
indeed tick many of the ESG boxes. 
The mission for impact investing is 
to deliver capital that will do good 
for the world and society at large by 
investing in and supporting busi-
nesses that are genuinely impactful. 

Returns are indeed 
vital - this is not 
concessionary finance 
However, private sector impact 
investors (unlike philanthropists) 
expect to generate a financial 
return on their capital or, at 
the very least, a return of their 
capital. Impact investments target 

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP
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WHAT PERCENTAGE OF ANY WELL-
MANAGED EQUITIES INVESTMENT 
PORTFOLIO FOR ASIAN UHNW AND HNW 
CLIENTS SHOULD BE ALLOCATED TO 
ESG-DRIVEN INVESTMENTS?  

More than 75% 

50-75% 

25-50% 

10-25% 

Less than 10% 

10%

30%

40%

15%

5%

These two questions, and the replies to each, need to be 
seen alongside each other. What we can fairly conclude 
is that there is a groundswell of impetus towards both 
ESG-driven investments and towards impact investing. 
However, investing based on ESG principles and metrics 
is a movement that investors of all types and corpora-
tions of all types and sizes are adopting to define their 
broad commitment to the areas of E, S and G, and this 
essentially is the universe of companies worldwide. 

Whereas target impact investments will almost cer-
tainly embrace ESG, the impact investments themselves 
are directed strictly to the intentionality of enhancing 
planet earth and our communities by focusing directly 
on the UN’s SDGs, and with products or services applied 
directly to the root of these issues, whether this might 
be in new educational tools or medical technologies, or 
hospitals, or agricultural technologies and techniques, to 
name but a few. 

Accordingly, it is perfectly natural that our replies propose a considerably smaller allocation to impact 
investments, which represent, at least for the time being, a much smaller slice of the overall sustainability 
pie globally. Hence, 75% of our respondents believe that investors should allocate anywhere up to 10% to 
impact investments, whereas only 5% think that up to 10% is sufficient for ESG investments. And whereas 
80% of replies indicated ESG should drive 25% and above of portfolio selection, the equivalent figure for 
impact investing was 15%. Moreover, 40% of replies said ESG should drive at least 50% of allocations, while 
the figure for impact investing was just 5%. 

These are in fact, good findings for both those pushing ESG-driven investing and also impact investing 
across the world, as both underline the rising adoption of these approaches. And for impact investing, the 
findings indicate clearly that some allocation to such investments is advisable and to be encouraged.

financial returns that range from 
below market (sometimes called 
concessionary return expectations) 
to risk-adjusted market rate 
(known as non-concessionary 
return expectations), and it is 
these market-driven returns that 
the private investment community 
requires in order to mobilise capital 
in volume. 

There is therefore little doubt that 
a concern for private investors 
is whether they need to sacrifice 
returns for their good intentions, 

as few investors, even amongst 
the ultra-wealthy, often want to 
sacrifice investment returns for 
impact. If they do forego returns, 
it is more likely to be for direct 
philanthropic purposes in their 
local communities, near and dear 
to their history and social lives. 
Part of the education drive around 
impact investing is therefore to 
push home the message that when 
investors provide private capital to 
such objectives, that will be taken 
and delivered on a commercial and 
not a concessionary basis. 

Recycling funds 
towards sustainability
The private sector must achieve 
adequate or even attractive returns 
because it helps drive funding to 
the sector and helps retain those 
investors for the future, creating a 
snowball effect. As more and more 
companies realise an attractive 
cost of capital is available for 
their impactful products, services 
and ventures, so the theory goes 
that more and more companies 
and other entities will focus on 

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP
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IN THE WEALTH MANAGEMENT INDUSTRY IN 
ASIA, WHICH TYPES OF INVESTORS ARE LEAD-
ING THE WAY IN TERMS OF ADOPTING IMPACT 
INVESTMENTS? 

UHNW 

HNW 

80%

20%

delivering more and more impactful 
products, services and ventures.

From the perspective of private 
sector capital, the proponents and 
principals of impact companies and 
vehicles target attractive long-term 
investment returns from these 
solutions, the success of which will 
drive the financial value of target 
companies. Those promoting the 
sector must continually review 
companies’ effectiveness in helping 
solve the numerous environmental 
and societal problems by 
measuring their impact in hard 
numbers and tracking the change 
such engagement helps to drive.

Private and public 
market access
Investing for impact extends 
across asset classes and across 
private and public market assets 
and opportunities. And the overall 
market for impact investing is 
already substantial as well as 
growing apace. The Global Impact 
Investing Network (GIIN) estimates 
the impact investing market 
had grown by the end of 2019 
to USD715 billion, based on the 
comprehensive GIIN Annual Impact 
Investor Survey. 

Curating an impactful 
portfolio
To meet the rising tide of demand 
for funding and of supply from 
investors, there are numerous 
asset managers and other parties 
delivering ever more relevant and 
interesting direct equity or fund 
investments. They are aiming to 
capture a wide variety of sectors, 
companies, products and services 
that will directly benefit from these 
powerful trends and in which 
private investment can participate. 

By way of example, our partner 
for this survey, Regnan, itself 

As an example of the private markets access available to impact 
investments, ABC World Asia, a private equity fund dedicated 
to impact investing in Asia, earlier this year launched its inau-
gural impact report to share details of its investment activities 
and portfolio impact performance for the full 2020 calendar year. 
They raised an inaugural SGD405M fund in 2019 and deployed 
about S$98M in 2020, adding five companies to the portfolio, 
addressing key challenges in climate, financial inclusion, health-
care, and sustainable agriculture, the firm said in a press release. 

David Heng, Founder and CEO, ABC World, said: “By sharing our 
learnings and experiences through this report and its future edi-
tions, we hope to encourage more dialogues in impact investing 
in Asia. Impact investing is a pathway for capital and businesses 

Private Equity Market Impact Investing – An 
Example Born in Asia

80%
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focuses its asset management 
curation on eight core themes, 
all of which fit tidily with the UN’s 
Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs) that form the bedrock for 
the impact investment industry. 
Adapting those SDGs, Regnan 
has systemised this into its eight 
core themes in order to tighten 
up the focus and help inform 
potential investors of where asset 
managers and investors can truly 
make a difference, but also to help 
identify where they can boost their 
investment returns.

Example – Regnan’s 
eight core themes
By way of example, our partner for 
this survey, Regnan, itself focuses 
its asset management curation 
on eight core themes within the 
Regnan Global Equity Impact 
Solutions Fund. All these themes 
fit tidily with the UN’s Sustainable 
Development Goals. Health & 
Wellbeing focuses on improved 
life expectancy and quality of 
life. Energy Transition is all about 
transforming the energy system 
to power a low-carbon economy. 
Future Mobility is linked to this 
as it is promoting low-carbon 
transportation. The so-called 
Circular Economy centres on 
the cycles of resource efficiency, 
reusability and recyclability. 
Food Security takes a global 
perspective on sustainable food 
supply and productive farmlands. 
Education naturally targets global 
access to quality education. 
Financial Inclusion is about the 
democratisation of access to 
financial services, especially for the 
underserved populations around 
the world. And Water, naturally, is 
about the preservation of water and 
ensuring access to water for all.

To refine these further, Regnan 
then makes a five-step impact 

to drive positive change in the world. This report represents the 
first step in our impact journey, and we hope to grow together 
with our stakeholders to help shape a better world for everyone.”

In 2020, ABC World evaluated over 200 opportunities and in-
vested in five businesses in Asia Pacific, deploying SGD98 million 
from its first SGD405 million fund. 

Under the banner of Climate Solutions, the firm invested in Sin-
gapore-based solar firm Sunseap Group addresses the decar-
bonisation challenge by assisting Asia in transitioning from emis-
sions-intensive energy sources to clean energy. And in v2food, an 
Australian producer of plant-based meat using protein extracted 
from legumes. Its products help accelerate consumers’ transition 
to a more plant-rich diet. This in turn, helps to reduce the adverse 
environmental impacts of animal agriculture such as greenhouse 
gas emissions, land degradation, water scarcity, and biodiversity 
loss. The two companies generated a positive impact outcome 
on the environment, avoiding about 1.1M metric tons of CO2 emis-
sions in 2020.

Under the flag of Financial and Digital Inclusion, ABC invested in 
CD Finance, which provides financial services to rural populations 
in China. Over 460,000 people and microenterprises have gained 
access to credit and financial services through CD Finance in 
2020. The company is driving further financial inclusion through 
digital technology, and connects households and micro-enter-
prises to credit and financial services that help reduce poverty 
and promote economic development.

In the realm of Better Health and Education, Kim Dental provides 
vital dental services to communities in Vietnam, with over 129,000 
people having received oral health treatment along with preven-
tion in 2020. Oral health is often neglected and continues to pose 
a major public health concern in many developing countries, de-
spite being an important component of primary healthcare. The 
company delivers a large panel of oral health solutions to meet 
the needs of underserved and emerging middle-class populations 
across Vietnam.

And under the umbrella of Sustainable Food & Agriculture, ABC 
bought into India-based agri-tech platform CropIn, which as-
sists smallholder farmers in building secure and sustainable 
livelihoods. In 2020, over 1.5M smallholder farmers globally have 
gained access to its customised farming advice and information. 
Its farm management solution drives greater efficiency in agri 
supply chains and improves the productivity of smallholder farm-
ers, many of whom earn less than USD2 a day.

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP
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assessment to narrow down 
the universe of potential target 
investments. To identify whether 
the company that offers a 
compelling solution to a problem 
makes the cut, the team needs it 
to pass five key Regnan-devised 
impact tests. For those targets 
that pass these tests, Regnan then 
conducts its financial analysis, 
centring on the company’s history 
and potential, centred of course on 
whether the company’s potential 
for value creation is already 
reflected in the share price and 
a deep risk assessment of where 
things might potentially go wrong. 

Creating a virtuous 
circle of funding and 
impact
Regnan is one example, but of 
course, there are many other 
professionals out there dedicated 
to building more private-sector 
impact opportunities. Indeed, the 
actively managed impact funds 
in the market today are designed 
to at least match, but hopefully 
also outperform the broad global 
equity market indices; if assembled 
correctly, the portfolio of impact-
driven targets in the growing array 
of impact funds in the market 
will enjoy stronger than average 
growth, as demand for their prod-
ucts and solutions grows. 

The mission for such fund manag-
ers is therefore to invest for a posi-
tive impact on societies and the 
planet, often by identifying early 
growth opportunities that meet a 
structural, underserved need, and 
hopefully also taking advantage of 
market inefficiencies in valuations. 

Capital helps impact 
providers stay the course
After investing, asset managers are 
also able to positively engage with 

AND ALSO IN ASIA, WHICH GENERATIONS ARE 
TAKING UP IMPACT INVESTMENTS MOST ENTHU-
SIASTICALLY?

15%

Founder/older generations 

Second generations/
boomers 
Millennials/Younger 
generations 

There are also few surprises here in the replies to either of these ques-
tions. The founder generations in Asia are dipping their toes in sustain-
ability, perhaps driven as much driven by wanting to leave a legacy as 
by any form of overriding commitment to sustainability. It might seem 
somewhat odd that the boomer generation is less in tune with impact 
investing in particular, but we do know from other survey and research 
we have conducted that this generation is increasingly interested in 
ESG-driven investing, has a growing belief in the need for sustain-
ability, and also wants to encourage their Millennial children and their 
families’ younger generations to take up more of the family-wide com-
mitment to good causes including impact investing. 

It is also understandable that it is the UHNW community thus far in 
Asia that are proving the most committed to impact investing, whether 
through publicly-traded active or passive strategies, through public or 
private market avenues, the latter offering larger commitments and 
more direct participation in the outcomes potentially. But therein lies 
the opportunity, as Asia’s swelling ranks of HNW investors can and 
very probably will commit significantly more allocation to the whole 
universe of sustainability, including of course direct involvement via 
impact investing. 

Extrapolating forward to a region where more of the vast private 
wealth is in coming years passed over by legacy to the second, Mil-
lennial and even younger generations, the confluence of both a strong 
drive towards sustainability and a significantly larger wallet or at least 
control of wallet, will no doubt significantly boost activity levels and 
therefore volumes directed to impact investing in the dynamic Asia 
Pacific region.

80%
5%
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management teams to influence 
strategy and try to keep them 
focused on business areas that 
contribute to solutions, promote 
better business practices and 
disclosure, and reduce negative 
impacts by talking to the manage-
ment of portfolio companies about 
issues such as the environmental 
footprint of their supply chains and 
working conditions in their suppli-
ers’ factories. 

The impact investment industry 
is also supporting management 
teams by investing in companies 
that they believe should out-
perform the market in the long 
term. That can mean accepting 
underperformance in the short 
term because the management 
prizes long-term potential over the 
near-term earnings. But the alloca-
tion of capital to these businesses 
helps to ensure that the target 
companies can stay the course to 
be impactful and make the requi-
site returns anticipated. 

Building exposures
Diversification is also important to 
many investors, and so too in their 
impact investments. That is why so 
many HNW and UHNW investors 
prefer the funds approach, as that 
allows them to gain exposure to a 
diversified collection of carefully 
selected names across different 
sectors and geographies. 

In practice, the companies in 
this portfolio will be typically 
a smaller or medium-sized 
business, whereby the value of 
that company, the equity value of 
that company, is dependent on the 
success of this particular product 
or service that the company 
offers, which is solving either an 
environmental or social problem. 

Accordingly, the ability of these 
companies to grow in valuation 

IN THE WEALTH MANAGEMENT INDUSTRY IN ASIA, 
WHICH ORGANISATIONS ARE LEADING THE WAY IN 
TERMS OF PROMOTING IMPACT INVESTMENTS? 

Global brand private banks 

Boutique international private banks 

IAMs/EAMs/Multi-Family Offices 

Local/regional private banks 

40%

35%

20%

5%

There is little surprise here. The global brand name private banks, as 
well as the boutique international – predominantly Swiss – private 
banks have for many years been deeply immersed in the world of SRI, 
ESG and impact investing. As these areas become popular in Asia, 
these institutions are largely at the cutting edge of delivery of such 
concepts and opportunities to private clients in Asia. The indepen-
dent wealth management community, including Multi-Family Offices 
are also well known to be boosting their participation in this growing 
sector, to some extent, including impact investing under their drive 
towards alternatives, towards private markets, towards SRI and ESG-
driven investment.

terms over the long term is 
dependent on their ability to 
grow their revenues by selling 
a successful solution to either 
an environmental and/or social 
problem. The equation is, 
therefore, a simple one, whereby 
we have issues to solve like water 
shortages or emissions, or social 
problems, such as, of course, or 
even to help in a pandemic-type 
environment. These are problems 
that increasingly need to be solved 
and need to be solved quickly. And 

that translates directly into revenue 
growth and therefore profit growth 
for these companies.

Bridging the private 
and public markets
Impact investment can therefore be 
directed to both private and public 
market companies as both are 
invaluable to the expanding impact-
driven corporate universe. Very 
simply, private equity or unlisted 
opportunities are usually taken up 
by the very wealthiest investors, 
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as the commitments required are 
considerably larger and the time-
frames for investment considerably 
longer. And for those seeking or 
needing liquidity, the more liquid 
fund approaches, whether via ETFs 
or actively managed strategies, are 
usually preferred. 

In the public markets arena, the 
companies are also already at 
a more advanced stage of their 
development, as they are already 
listed, and there is accordingly 
far more information available on 
their performance, their struc-
tures, their strategies and their 
outlooks. The private markets 
should, in theory, offer higher re-
turns over time as compensation 
for needed to stay invested for 
far longer, for the lack of liquidity 
and for the lack of public market 
accountability and reporting. 

This is why the private markets’ 
arena for equity investing is really 
more institutional or ultra-HNW pri-
vate investors. It is also a broad but 
fair generalisation that in the world 
of fixed income, impact bonds are 
generally also the province of the 
very wealthy or institutional type 
investors, as denominations are 
very large and very often regulatory 
demands will require distribution 
only to the larger funds and certain 
accredited investors.

Meanwhile, HNW and mass affluent 
type investors tend to navigate the 
world of impact investing largely 
through public market funds, funds 
of funds and perhaps selected 
individual impactful stocks. 

Looking ahead
There seems little doubt that 
significant growth lies ahead for 
impact investing and that the 
pandemic has helped sharpen 
the minds of investors and open 
their imagination to the reality 
that we live in one world and that 
overcoming problems in countries 
or regions that seem remote from 
our lives will indeed help all of our 
communities and people. 

There is no doubt that this is an 
awakening to a broader recognition 
that these sorts of challenges need 
to be solved sooner rather than 
later and cannot be pushed back 
any longer, and that so much of 
our endeavours are inter-related 
and have a broader negative 
impact on the world around us.

This, in turn, means that the 
region’s wealth management 
industry has a great opportunity 
ahead to offer more impact 
investment education to its RMs 
and advisors and thereby deliver 
more and better opportunities 
to their private clients. As wealth 

expands, as the Millennials and 
younger generations inherit more 
of the region’s truly vast private 
wealth, the demand for and interest 
in impact, sustainability, and ESG-
driven investing will most certainly 
increase rapidly. The opportunities 
are there to be grasped. 

The Final Word – 
Seizing the Opportunity
Environmental and social issues 
are no longer be simply considered 
external problems, the cost 
of which can simply remain 
unaccounted for, and the inter-
connected nature of our world has 
been highlighted dreadfully and 
unremittingly by the pandemic. 
Individuals, consumers, voters are 
increasingly demanding change, 
and investors are increasingly 
trending towards allocating some 
of their investments to help these 
causes and will no doubt build 
those exposures if they see the 
effects on the world and also on 
their own portfolio returns. 

The wealth management industry 
in Asia has both a duty and a 
great opportunity to help boost 
the momentum. Impact investing 
is a remarkably clear and direct 
approach that should benefit all 
parties concerned. And therein lies 
the opportunity… 
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